Greetings to our Comrades and Satanic Forces.

We know the enemy, all here, more or less. It's self-evident who is the one who buys the Souls. And it was never Satan, nor now nor ever. This is a made-up fable by the jews and the rest of the enemy ilk, as to defame the One and True God who is Satan.

This is the enemy. A cheap, stupid, slaver and buyer of Souls. A spiritual human soul trafficker, in the worst and lowest level. What Soul can be bought though, but only a cheap and unheroic one. The petty soul of an ignorant coward. These xians and other fools falsely claim Satan has anything to do with that. How much of a big nuisance and at the same time laughter this brings to any heroic Soul who has chosen Satan, especially in such ages of sheer opposition and hatred of all Satan stands for and represents.

Just take a look at these xians and other idiots, who are selling out. They have sold out first and foremost their logic. They have sold out their human doubts. They have sold out their human nature. Most dislike and don't care about xianity, yet they hypocritically pose before it. They pretend they really love this jewish sky spook. They pretend they really love their so-called wives, or nation, or families. They pretend they are all friends. They pretend they have the solutions; they pretend of big words. They pretend of a big ego. What is all this act about? Some new Oscar for the petty sold out souls? The souls that have been bought at the price of money, acceptance from the rest of the cattle, willingness to subvert themselves to some imaginary kike on the sky, which will otherwise fry them in a lake of fire if they question it or oppose it?

As for me, this was never and will never be my "god", neither to any other man of decent character. My "God" is Satan. The God of Rebellion, self-thought, the Hero who will willingly move and fight, even at the face of inevitability, against slavery, lack of freedom and all evil. A real being who talks straight. Who answers. Who protects. Who lets you know. Who values. Who is the being upon who all, in heaven and on earth, look up to. Even if his memory has been shed with jewish dust. In Satan, we can see the soul of any and all heroic men, that the enemy tries to murder since the day they are around. But how can these frail
souls, which I so much pity, see the Stars if they have no Stars in themselves. To some all these are empty. Drained and beaten down by the Jewish master, their wings have been removed by their will. I pity them. And only our pity they do deserve. If even that.

Those who cannot be tamed, those who listen to the "evil" in themselves. The "evil" of having actual ethics, an actual character, of not being a mindless drone, of not selling out. While the Jewish poop on the sky wants to buy your compliance and your subservience, by abusing your needs, fears, lack of knowledge and instincts, Satan gives out everything freely. Because Satan is God. The Jewish craps and creations are just some sort of very psychotic and murderous fairytale of the Jewish people. Their externalized insanity. This is why it doesn't make any sense and why many people are repulsed away by that thing.

So I ask every one of you here, do not give a nail about these all sold-outs. These people who have sold out their own thinking, who need a Jewish book to help them think. Those who need some Jewish mindset to get laid, those who have bowed to the Jewish master for a loaf of shitted, malformed and diseased "bread". Those who are willing to sell out everything of higher nature, to slavishly live the worst life in materialism. Not only does the enemy buy them, but he buys them cheaply. Most of the time, they give them nothing at all, not even the material crap that the idiots believe they will receive. The price these slaves are bought is the price of the greatness of their own fear and ignorance. And what does the enemy sell these stupid slaves?

What they have stolen from them. The slaves are for instance sold "drugs", "fame", "renown", whatever. Great things and normal things are made into perils, and what is the reason of all that? Because some virus named "jewish race" demands that they should survive, parasitize and thrive on your back. You can't eat unpolluted food, because some kike wants to make profit and dumps it with chemicals. You can't achieve a great state of mind, because drugs have backlashes, and this is In fact, normal. You can't have a good relationship, because people are made retarded and they don't quite look to what you are, but merely themselves. And who shaped the "relationship" things? The kikes did it. The bible, the foolish offspring xian ideologies, fear of living, fear of death, fear of knowledge, the Jewish "psychology", ruthless brainwashing, some Jewish magazine that puts all effort on your painted fingernails or you can't get laid and anything else on this sick and low pig farm the Jews have created for you.

The enemy is a murderous psychopath on a wet dream, whose object of is the destruction of everyone else. A pure psycho, like their own "god". A "god" that
requires people to be lowly, stupid, worthless and enslaved. Because he never "created" them. Because he is subservient to "them". A "God" afraid of YOU becoming a "god". A "god" who is a mere idea of jewish domination, and as thus, this sissy is afraid it might be found out. Just about why? Maybe because it will be run over and destroyed, and because it only thrives in fear, delusions and human ignorance?

Satan is our Creator God. He made us with ever expanding capability. He handed us down the spiritual means through which we can touch eternity and beyond. He made us Gods. How can our Creator, Father and lastly, our God, not help His own children? He loves them. They are together in the eternal way and in a bond of love. Not punishment, not hatred, not sadomasochism. A God worth being called God. A real being of Holiness. A True God of Heroes. A living and breathing source of all, Human Greatness.

You can't have this or that, you can't advance quite, because always, on the far back, there is some nasty jew opposing you from existing. Life is made a chore and a torture for so many people, simply because, the kikes want to thrive. Not just thrive, but since their nature is as such, parasitically thrive.

All things and powers present and inherent inside the Human beings, since they cannot tap into any of these, the enemy sells at a cheap price, here below. The level of creation that was once called a paradise, now is a slave pit of beings that are suffering. The slaves cannot elevate themselves in a spiritual state, so they are sold drugs to do this. At what price? The price of their own work, which is translated into money. You work to build their world and all they give you is a pile of shit. They tell you that in order to have some food, you need to toil and suffer your whole life. This has also even been stolen from most people on the planet. The enemy, and look at the facts with your eyes, they have stolen the right of many people to live even, or have land. They are stealing and destroying the rights of animals and other species. The planet Earth in herself. Nations and states are being reduced to enemies of the people and ashes. Industry instead of being at our service, works against many.

Food instead of being pure and clean, becomes shit, because some kike had the fancy idea to amass billions to advance its agenda, at the expense of everyone else. Leadership has become egopathic and frail stupidity. Relationships have become a senseless rumble of crap, where man is against woman and woman against man. Having children has become a responsibility that tires one to shreds. Work has become serving something unknown to you, a dependency of no substance. Life has become purposeless. Nothing means anything anymore
in the world of the enemy. No exalted notions at all. No future for humanity. Dreams are squashed or controlled like pests. Just live and let be. Comply and shut up one more day, hope is coming. If anyone gains anything, the enemy works overtime, directly or from afar, to rob them of these. People have a good state? They leave the kikes in, they wreak havoc. Do people have a good religion? The kikes are let in, they wreck it to nonsense. You have the internet, they try to censor it. You ask questions, they shut your mouth. You want to meditate, they steal your soul. And then pay it back to you with your hard toil, slavery and work.

They have reduced everything to mere survival for most of the human population. Slavery as its finest. Even all your dreams, they do have a price. They have a label tag. Your dreams are "Nike", "Adidas", "Lamborghini" and everything else. Nothing bad with having such dreams, but having ONLY those dreams, this is horrific. A horrific way of life. A way of life that could only be passed down to a humanity based on degeneration, fear and ignorance. A reality where only what applies and counts is what you see with your eyes open, what is laid before you, and you never close your eyes to pay attention to what you see within you.

You need to realize who you are. The dedication ritual throws all this jewish hubris in the trash can. You deny these once and for all. This is the opening door for you and yourself to transcend yourself and elevate yourself above all this jewish inflicted hubris and slime of the earth. You squashed all these, right here, right now. You spat at the face of the "jew". You hit them in the face. You told them right in the face, that they are liars, scum of the Earth and that you can do better. That you are a higher being than them. That you abide to the Warrior God Satan, that you do not give up your Ancestors, your Will to Power, your Will to justice, your thoughts, your choice and anything else. That you can't be bought with vain and stupid threats. And look where you are now. Maybe you once were a broken eagle, with frail wings. You are repairing them and you will fly. You will join the other eagles that are flying freely, because this is who you are.

And if you made this step, join us, like a comrade in arms. Do not give up on yourself. Do not give up on someone great. Do this mediation, do this warfare. Rebuild your wings. Let your dreams unveil. Let your voice be heard. Free your Soul, for it's your birthright. Let them know that you denied them, all their lies and that you are seeking revenge for your broken wings. Let them know that despite of blinding you your whole life, drugging you, torturing you mentally, killing your Ancestors, attacking your pride and your heritage, Races and states, you are still here. You will be here forever and eternally. Let them know that you envision a world different. A world with divided, mutually respectful races, with people ever
advancing to the eternal way of Truth. A world where you are a God, a world where you have affection for the Divine Order of the Cosmos.

A world where everything and anyone matters. A world with true queens and kings of the spirit and not of some Jewish drama channels. A world without petty, without Jewish feces, without subservience and slavery, but mental, spiritual and physical freedom. A world not with striving to survive, but a world that strives to evolve. A world where surviving is guaranteed. A world established by Truthful, honest, loyal people. Not of betrayers and hubris. Not based on senseless values. A world and a God that are so worth it, that self-sacrifice is the least you can do. Let them know that despite what has been done to you, inside yearms the Eternal Flame of Satan. The flame of Rebellion, Evolution, Ascending to the always-higher, respecting the higher than yourself and protecting the lower. Let them know that you will destroy them. That you are the end of this injustice. That in you, the maybe otherwise "small" you, rests the embodiment of the Divine Wrath of the Gods. Let them know that you do not owe them a nickel of tin.

Let them know that you pride yourself in that you are one and only as yourself, a Divine Being. One instance that will never occur again. An instance in the eternal instances of all the world. But at the same time, that we are all One large Satanic Battalion. And that we are here for revenge. That they cannot bribe you or fight you with vain threats, or buy and sell you like cattle, like they failed with their programs. You have won your personal battle. And you win your victories everyday. So, give them NONE. Do not allow such evil to befall you. Fight the lack of light and ignorance of the enemy. Fight it where you see it. Let them know that you, as simply one Common Man, what Divinity you can hold.

Because this is the Age my Comrades, It's Coming! The Age of the Common Man. The Age of All Mankind. The Age where the Common man is not some mere animal, but the God-Man. The Age where you, inside you, bring with you. Let them know that the man coming, he cannot be subjected, he cannot be enslaved. He can only be free. He can only exist freely and not in any, fancy or not, futuristic or not, type of farm.

That you, no matter where you are now, you have taken heed of your own inner and eternal fire. That you have exploded with hatred at the chains placed upon your body, even if these chains were blazing and even if you would lose it all. That inside you rests the Eternal and Explosive fire of the Gods, which sets the worlds free and shatters all illusion to the ground. That you will let this purge all darkness from within you, and as such, around you, when the time comes. Let them know that you understand respect and comradeship, not fear. And since
these values cannot be present at them, they will face the Divine Purging. Let them know that they have made the greatest mistake in trying to deceive, destroy and manipulate and humiliate the offspring of the Gods. And that their weakening will be brutal, rude and spiritually deadly. A True Divine Nemesis and TOTAL RETRIBUTION, for all that has been committed against us. Let them know that you can SEE them.

Let them know that you are walking the Eternal Way. A way that might not necessarily be the most treaded, the most beloved, because it’s the most Truthful. Let them know that you walk with your head high in a world with bent and broken servants. Let them know that their false idols and idiotic material servants are not your "Gods". These poor bought souls, bought at the price of fear and willful ignorance; they are nothing like what you are. Let them know that in this world of mortality, you long for the Eternal. And that you have placed the immortal part of yourself above the mortality upon of which they prey, manipulate, try to torture and control in you. Let them know that your Spirit, your Honor, even in such a befallen world, shines like the Sun. Untouched, unconquerable, living, holy and revered. Independent of any other but itself.

Let them know that you stand unconquered in the midst of all enslaved sheep. Let them know their false and small reign is over, forever over.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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